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Abstract: 

This paper presents a virtual trial room applicat ion using augmented reality, which can be used to s imulate the visualization of 

dressing, called as the MIRAALOOP. The system makes use of Microsoft Kinect Sensor to track the user and then impose the 

desired virtual cloth images onto the user’s image. At first, it tracks the user and calculate user’s depth from the sensor. Then, 

system track the user’s skeleton points, on which, the virtual dresses can be further rendered. Quality of this rendering is the key 

to achieving seamless try-on experience for the users. Moreover, we also propose a system which makes use of Gesture as well as 

Speech recognition for an intuit ive user interaction.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

With the rapid growth of technology development, our daily  

lives are heavily affected. Nowadays, people are getting more 

used to online shopping, online auctions etc. to purchase their 

interested products. This way of transaction has become the 

main trend and it does bring great convenience to customers. 

However, an issue for buying clothes online is that you can’t 

try them out, before you get the product. The feeling after 

dressing on does affect your decision on buying the clothes. 

This can be clearly justified by the Daily Mail Report, which  

states that up to 40% of the clothing purchased online is 

returned back to the retailer because of the size and fitt ing 

issue. Also, According to another survey done in United States 

in 2008, online clothing sales have beat up the in store 

shopping by almost 41%.  

 

This motivated us in developinga virtual try-on system that 

enables shoppers to digitally try out clothes . Our system, 

named as MIRAALOOP, uses the Microsoft Kinect Sensor for 

user tracking. It  enables the shoppers to virtually try-on various 

clothes and dresses, using Gesture as well as Speech based 

interaction. The objective of MIRAALOOPis to develop an 

intelligent mirror that can augment the image of a customer 

standing in front of it with different clothes fitted to his/her 

body. Such an intelligent mirror can be deployed in the 

garment store for advertisement of fashion of a garment shop, 

or even at the home of a customer for h is/her wardrobe 

collection. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

Markerless human motion tracking is a long standing problem 

in computer vision. With the recent advances in depth camera 

and sensors, research on human skeletal pose tracking has 

made great improvements. It has also enabled various 

interactive applications that are creative and fun, such as 

shoeSense, MiraageTable, Holodesk, FaceShift, TeleHuman 

and KinectFusion. However we have not been able to find any 

technical details of these systems. From their demo videos 

alone, the major d ifference in our project and the existing 

systems is that we do not create an AVATAAR of the user but 

instead we will render the virtual clothes directly on the video 

stream from the camera. 

III. PROPOS ED S YS TEM 

 

System architecture: 

System architecture is the conceptual model that defines the 

structure, behavior and more v iews of system. An architecture 

description is a formal description and representation of the 

system, organized in a way that supports reasoning about the 

structures and behaviors of the system. 

 

 
Figure.1.System architecture: 

 

The system architecture in figure 1 depicts how the system 

works. When a person enters the field of view of the camera, 

the camera will start capturing the image of the person, and 

MIRAALOP will start tracking the image of the person in 

order to recognize various body feature of that person. 

Thereafter, when the person selects an item from the shopping 

list, MIRAALOP will connect to the database and fetch the 

selected dress from database. The item will be directly placed  

on that particular body part. This way, the person can try out 

different items and buy those items that suit him/her. 

 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Input Module:  

 

This module in itiate frame ready event and makes stream of 

images. Output is coloured stream of images. Also it calculates 

depth of user from sensor. 
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Color_Image module  

1. Initialize main window and component. 

i. Check sensor status 

2. Initialize event handler to Kinect sensor. 

3. While sensor connected set Kinect status to null. 

4. Initialize Frame Ready event. 

5. Copy pixel data to frame. 

6. Initialize Color Image element.  

 

 
Figure.2.Color camera output 

Figure 2 depicts the output of the color camera. It takes the 

RGB color input from RGB camera of Kinect sensor and 

displays the mirror image of the user in front of it. 

 

Depth_Image Module  

1. Initialize main window and component. 

Check status. 

2. Initialize event handler to Kinect sensor. 

i. If connected  

Set Init ialized Kinect Sensor property. 

ii. Enable depth stream 

Initialize depth frame ready to sensor and start sensor. 

3. Call Kinect depth frame ready event. 

4. Create array of p ixel data. 

5. Copy pixel data to frame. 

6. Initialize variab le fo r calcu lating frame p ixels. 

7. Initialize depth image to source. 

 

 
Figure.3. Depth camera output 

 

Figure 3 depicts the output from the depth camera. Here, the 

depth of user is calculated and colours {Red, Green, and Blue} 

display the distance of the user or objects from the sensor. Blue 

colour determines the objects that are less than 3 feet distance. 

Green colour determines the optimum distance i.e. 3 – 6 feet, 

whereas the red colour determines the object that is  more than 

6 feet d istance.  

  

Database Module: 

This module maintains accountability of garments stored in 

database by administrator. It is used to store new garments in 

the database or update the garment list in the Maintenance 

phase. 

Skeleton Tracking Module: 

Detects Human body shape, Skeleton and 20 Joint points using 

the output of input module. 

 

Gesture Control Module: 

This module recognizes human body motions and implements  

the functionality accordingly using bespoke algorithm. 

  

Height Estimation Module : 

This module detects neck to feet height difference from joints 

as input and output will be rescaled digital cloth according to 

user’s body.  

  

Costume Rendering Module: 

Input for this module takes data from database module 

consisting2D or 3D images of cloths. These images are then 

skinned to user’s body using Skeleton Tracking Module.  

  

V. RES ULTS : 

 

 
Figure.4. prototype-1 tried by a user (user no.: 1) 

 

 
Figure.5. Prototype 1 tried by another user (user no.: 2)  

 

Figures 4.1& 4..2 represent the screenshots of the prototype – 

1 of MIRAALOOP system. Here, two users have tried on only 

a shirt which is a 2D image and statically given for testing 

purpose. The major objective of this prototype is to capture the 

skeleton points and map the image to color data of RGB 

camera of sensor. This  prototype, being a testing version 

doesn’t include any 3D image nor any GUI or speech, gesture. 

It just specifies how the system will be implemented. 

 

 
Figure.6. Prototype 2 with list of dressed for the user to 

choose from 
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Figure.7. Prototype 2 presents the user with a list of images 

and renderes the selected garment onto the user 

  

Figures 5.1 & 5.2 depict the prototype – II of Miraaloop 

system. It presents the user with a list of garment images to 

choose from. Furthermore, the user image is rendered upon 

with the selected image from the list to depict the desire result.  

 

 
Figure.8. Maintenance phase, where the Administrator can 

make changes in the catalogue of garments  

  

Figure 6 describes the maintenance phase of Miraaloop 

system. The system administrator uses this phase in order to 

update the catalogue of garments, for instance, add new 

Collection, Remove an old collection etc. The Garments get 

directly added or removed from the database. 

 

VI. CONCLUS ION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

Right now MIRAALOOP makes use of the 2D garments. After 

successful completion of this, it will try to work on 3D 

garments. 3D garment will enable user to turn around in front 

of the Kinect sensor & the front screen will show you a 3D all 

direction look. In short 3d cloths will follow user movement. A  

speech recognition feature, especially for d isabled people, 

which can be used along or alternatively with gestures will also 

be provided. It would also interact in the same way as the 

gesture control works. 
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